OpenSlice: Quantitative data sharing from HyperPeaks to global ion chromatograms (GICs).
Data sharing in the field of MS has advanced greatly thanks to innovations such as the standardized formats, data repositories, and publications guidelines. However, there is currently no data sharing mechanism that enables real-time data browsing and deep linking on a large scale: unrestricted data access (particularly at the quantitative level) ultimately requires the user to download a local copy of the relevant data files (e.g., in order to generate extracted ion chromatograms [XICs]). In this technical resource, we present a set of technologies (collectively termed OpenSlice) that enable the user to quantitatively query hundreds of hours of proteomics discovery data (i.e., nontargeted acquisition) in real time: the user is able to effectively generate XICs for arbitrary masses on the fly and across the entire dataset (so-called global ion chromatograms), interacting with the results through a very intuitive browser-based interface. A key design consideration underlying the OpenSlice approach is the notion that every aspect of the acquired data must be accessible through a RESTful uniform resource locator based application programming interface, up to and including individual chromatographic peaks (hence HyperPeaks). A publicly accessible demonstration of this technology based on the Clinical Proteomics Tumor Analysis Consortium CompRef dataset is made available at http://compref.fenyolab.org.